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nissan 240sx wikipedia Apr 16 2024 the nissan 240sx is a sports compact car that was introduced to the north american market by nissan in
1989 for the 1990 model year it replaced the outgoing 200sx s12 model most of the 240sxs were equipped with the 2 4 liter inline 4 engine
ka24e from 1989 to 1990 and ka24de from 1990 to 1998 the ka24e had single overhead cams and the
ultimate 240sx engine guide nissan 240sx s13 s14 and s15 Mar 15 2024 learn all about the history specifications and engine options of the
nissan 240sx a popular drifting car compare the differences between the s13 s14 and s15 chassis and their engines from ca18det to sr20det
how the nissan silvia 240sx went from humble hagerty Feb 14 2024 the silvia generations most popular in north america are the s13 and s14
generations hereafter we will refer to the car as the 240sx as it was badged in the u s market to reflect its 2 4 liter engine the s13 gen
nissan 240sx built from 1989 to 1994 as a coupe or hatchback is where the silvia s reputation as a drift dynamo originates
nissan 240sx s13 market classic com Jan 13 2024 between 1989 and 1990 the 240sx featured nissan s ka24e engine a 2 4 liter inline 4 with a
single overhead cam capable of 140 hp from 1991 to 1994 it was upgraded to the ka24de with dual overhead cams capable of 155 hp power was
sent to the rear wheels with a 4 speed automatic or a 5 speed manual transmission
tested 1990 nissan 240sx return to z car s roots Dec 12 2023 1990 nissan 240sx vehicle type front engine rear wheel drive 2 2 passenger 3
door coupe price as tested 16 108 engine type sohc inline 4 iron block and aluminum head port
ultimate 240sx engine guide 180sx club Nov 11 2023 nissan 180sx 200sx 240sx and silvia stock engine guide s13 s15 ca18de ca18det engine the
ca18de stock engine was used in s13 nissan silvia from 1988 to 1991 it s a 1 8 liter naturally aspirated dohc 16v gasoline engine with an
output of 132 hp at 6400 rpm and 117 lb ft of torque at 5200 rpm
future classic the nissan 240sx story state of speed Oct 10 2023 the engine was significantly under square with an 89mm cylinder bore and
96mm crankshaft stroke optimized for bottom end torque capacity rather than high rpm horsepower potential 1989 90 usdm 240sx models got the
sohc 3 valve per cylinder ka24e rated at a less than thrilling 140 horsepower 26 ponies down from the ca18det in the 1989
from beginner sports car to nascent collectible the 1989 Sep 09 2023 while the 200sx was sold here with a naturally aspirated 2 0 liter i 4
and 3 0 liter v 6 plus a turbocharged 1 8 liter i 4 the 240sx offered just one engine the naturally aspirated 12 valve 2 4 liter four
making 140 hp and 152 lb ft of torque in sohc form 1989 90 and 155 hp and 160 lb ft of torque with a 16 valve dohc head 1991 94
a detailed look back at the nissan 240sx hotcars Aug 08 2023 the first gen s13 240sx had a sohc 2 4l ka24e naturally aspirated engine with
3 valves per cylinder which produced 140 hp and 152 lb ft of torque disc brakes were standard for this car and abs was optional later in
1991 significant changes were made
jdm hotrod ls v8 power in a classic nissan 240sx Jul 07 2023 but this wasn t meant to be a sleeper the 240sx received a huge makeover with
the full spirit rei miyaba body kit in a world dominated by wide body builds this one stands out for the smoothness of which it integrates
with the stock nissan body
nissan 240sx the road warrior motortrend Jun 06 2023 with a 2 0 liter sr20det engine on board pulled from a former jdm nissan silvia the
240sx becomes well fast the factory turbocharged engine begs to be opened up and rewards proper
nissan ka24de 2 4 l dohc engine specs and review May 05 2023 connecting rod bearing nut step 1 14 16 nm 1 4 1 6 kg m 10 12 ft lb step 2
turn nuts 60 65 crankshaft pulley bolt 118 157 nm 12 16 kg m 87 116 ft lb flywheel m t or drive plate a t fixing bolts 93 103 nm 9 5 10 5
kg m 69 76 ft lb cylinder head the cylinder head is made of aluminum alloy
nissan s 240sx is a big comeback in the making road track Apr 04 2023 the 240sx is drum roll please a rear driver it s endowed with a sleek
wind cheating body wor thy of a 0 30 cx aerodynamic drag rating and independent rear suspension derived from the
complete engines for nissan 240sx for sale ebay Mar 03 2023 get the best deals on complete engines for nissan 240sx when you shop the
largest online selection at ebay com free shipping on many items browse your favorite brands affordable prices
remanufactured nissan 240sx engines sharper edge engines Feb 02 2023 toll free 1 866 651 2992 even the best maintained cars can encounter
engine problems if your engine fails it may not necessarily be a problem with the engine itself when alternatives fall short opting for a
remanufactured engine is a wise decision edge performance engines is a family owned and managed venture
nissan 240sx performance modification engine swaps wikibooks Jan 01 2023 overview engine swaps are one way that nissan 240sx owners
increase the power of their vehicles swapping in engines from japanese market vehicles such as the 180sx silvia and skyline can be both



rewarding and frustrating less common engine swaps like vq series engines from the us market 350z and maxima and domestic v8 s have also
been done
1989 nissan 240sx specifications technical data performance Nov 30 2022 the nissan 240sx s engine is a naturally aspirated petrol 2 4 litre
single overhead camshaft 4 cylinder with 3 valves per cylinder in this application it develops 140 bhp 142 ps 104 kw of power at 5600 rpm
and maximum torque of 206 n m 152 lb ft 21 kgm at 4400 rpm
nissan 240sx engines powertrain products Oct 30 2022 remanufactured nissan 240sx engines sort by go page of 1 nissan pickup 2 4l engine 8
89 8 94 federal our price 3 049 00 nissan ka24de 2 4 l4 comp engine our price 3 312 00
nissan 240sx forums Sep 28 2022 a forum community dedicated to nissan 240sx owners and enthusiasts come join the discussion about
performance builds engine swaps turbos modifications classifieds troubleshooting maintenance and more
the best 15 engine swaps for your 240sx 240drift Aug 28 2022 written by brac in drifting machines parts the pursuit of speed and sound in
cars doesn t have to end with just one engine swapping engines between cars is much more common than most think the 240sx community is
especially fond of this idea due to a large engine bay and transmission tunnel
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